
 

Level 1 Ballet Curriculum 
 
Begin the season with: 
The first three Warm Up combos (Warm up #1, Stretch, and Toes) 
The first two Center combos (Arms and Head #1 and Balance) 
The first two Floor Work combos (Ballet Walks and Chases) 
Imaginative Movement theme #1 or Fun Song #1  
All Ending Combos (Splits, Reverence #1) 
 
As the previous elements are grasped, add the next combo in each 
section.  There is no need to add a combo every session if the previous 
ones still need to be mastered.  Rotate Fun Songs and Imaginative 
Movement throughout season.  Imaginative movement should stay with a 
theme for an entire session.  Fun songs can alternate by class.   
 
Where (A), and (B) are indicated, the combos next on the list can be 
introduced before the (B) concept is added.  (B) progression should only 
be added after spending several sessions on (A).   
 
 
 
 
Warm Up: (circle or lines) 
 
Warm up #1 - (First Semester) In lines Music: 
Bounce in parallel 1-4, plie 5-6, scoop arms up 5-8 
Walk in circle with graceful arms for 8 (star dance) 
Ballet walks in high demi, arms in front T to switch lines for 8 
Repeat 
 
Warm up #2 - (Second Semester) In a circle Music:  
Bounces in parallel, alternating sides 1-4, scoop arms up and around 5-8 
Plie, turn in circle 1-4, move in to grab hands 5-8 
Skip around circle for 8 while holding hands 
Scoot circle out 1-4 Let go of hands, arms up to T 5-8 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Toes - learn to use parts of the feet Music: 
(A) Point and flex for 8 
Alternate feet for 8 (twinkle toes) with head (ear to shoulder) 
Just toes up and down for 8 
Toes up 1-2, flex 3-4, point without toes 5-6, toes point 7-8 (repeat) 
 
(B) With pointed feet, turn in/out for 8 
Flex, turn in/out for 8 
Point 1-2, turn out 3-4, flex 5-6, turn in 7-8 (repeat) 
Flex 1-2, turn out 3-4, point 5-6, turn in 7-8 (repeat) 
 
 
Legs and Feet - lengthen Music: 
Bend right knee 1-2, straighten 3-4, flex 5-6, point 7-8 
Bend left knee 1-2, straighten 3-4, flex 5-6, point 7-8 
Bend both knees 1-2, straighten 3-4, flex both feet 5-6, point 7-8 
Stretch over to feet and up to 5th 1-4, arms float open 5-8 
Repeat 
Reach over and stretch, hold   
 
 
Stretch - 
Stretch with feet out in front- hug knees, grab toes and straighten 
Legs out to second - happy feet, sad feet then stretch to each side and 
middle. 
Practice sitting tall with straight backs 
 
 
Feet Positions - Music: 
Learn feet positions 1-5 on either side 
Arms will be: 
First position - low first 
Second position - Second 
Third, forth and fifth - high first 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Center: (In a circle or lines) 
 
Arms & Head #1 - head with arms/do not cross midline Music: 
Breathe in, arms up to T (2nd) 
Arms to hight first 1-2, open to second 3-4, high 1st 5-6, 2nd 7-8 
Arms raise to high V 1-4, float down 5-8 
Swoop right arm around 1-4, Left arm 5-8 
Swoop both arms 1-4, float down 5-8 
Repeat breathing up - open to 2nd 
Right arm curves in to high 1st 1-2, switch to left 3-4, Right 5-6, left 7-8 
Swoop right arm 1-4, Left arm 5-8 
Swoop both arms 1-4, arms float down 5-8 
Repeat second section (with alternating arms) 
 
Arms & Head #2 (Second semester Add) - arm positions 
Let air out 1-4, fill up with air 5-8 
Repeat 
Arms in low first 1-4, high first 5-8, kids say positions aloud 
Arms up to fifth 1-4, arms float down 5-8 
Repeat all 
 
Balance - in parallel, hands on hips Music: 
Rise up 1-2, down 5-8, up 5-6, down 7-8 
Repeat 
Lift right foot 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8 
Repeat 
Lift right foot up to knee 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8 (head follows foot) 
Repeat 
Tendu front in parallel right 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8 (head follows 
foot and arm up to T) 
Repeat 
 
Plie and Point - plie on one leg and transfer weight Music: 
In first, plie with arms floating up 1-4, close 5-8 
Repeat 
Plie 1-2, tendu right foot 3-4, back to pile 5-6, up 7-8 arms in low V 
Repeat with left foot 

 



 

Ballet walks forward, reach with toe 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, first 7-8 
Repeat All (walk backward the second time around) 
Circle Walks - Variations on locomotion Music: 
Walk in circle 
Shuffle walks for two 8’s 
Ballet walks for two 8’s 
Ballet runs for two 8’s 
Marches with feet out in front, pointed for two 8’s 
Brush walks (degage) for two 8s

 
 
Jumping Springs - using toes to spring off floor/in circle Music: 
Each child spring for 8, then the next begins, hands on hips 
After everyone in the circle has finished, everyone springs together for 8 
Half turn 1-4, and 5-8 
Full turn 1-4, 5-8 
 
 
Spring Points - hop on one foot Music: 
Hands behind back, Flex spring right 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8 
Bum runs around circle for 8 
Repeat springs with points 
Bum runs for 8 
Repeat (Teacher can play with pattern and timing) 
 
 
Jumps - knees over toes, using walls, start/end in plie Music: 
In Parallel, begin in plie  
Jump 1, 2, 3, 4, starting to the right, jump to all four walls 5, 6, 7, 8 
Repeat on left 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Floor Work - (Moving around floor) 
 
Ballet Walks and Runs - high demi, staging Music: 
Have dancers go corner to corner crossing in center with appropriate 
staging.  Arms in high first.   
(A) Ballet walks 
(B) Add Ballet Runs   
 
Chasses -  Music: 
Partners hold hands and chasse back to front, then skip or ballet walk 
around to end of line. 
(A) Chasses to side - dancers holding both hands, facing each other  
(B) Add Chasses to front - dancers hold inside hand, other on hip 
 
 
Marches and skips - Point whole foot, toe up to knee Music:  
Kids follow teacher or demonstrator in circle or around room.  Teacher 
fixes each child’s feet as they go. 
(A) Marches - 
Follow the leader 
Alternate with march for 8, clap for 8 
Can also add arms 
Start in tendu, slow right foot up 1-4, left 5-8 
Fast right 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8 
Alternate arms with opposite foot either in fists (T and folded T) or 
alternating T to right/left side.   
 
(B) Add Skips   
Teacher can play with timing, slow, slow, fast, fast, fast, fast etc.

 
 
Transfer of Weight - Transferring weight without hopping      Music:  
Rainbows, right 1-2, left 3-4, right 5-6, left 7-8, eyes follow fingers 
Ballet runs to catch butterfly 1-4, catch butterfly 5-6, let it go 7-8 
Repeat 2 more times 
On fourth time, catch butterfly but do not let it go.   
Run in a circle for 8 (happy dance) 

 



 

Run to teacher for 8 
Everyone let butterfly go together 
 
Run and Leap - Try to get off the floor Music: 
(A) Run and Leap #1- 
Run with arms is high 1st 1-4, leap 5-8 
Run with arms in high 1st 1-4, pose in high demi, arms in high V 5-8 
Repeat across floor  
 
(B) Add or alternate with Run and Leap #2 - leap one foot to one foot 
Set out hula hoops in a row.  Have dancers hop onto one foot into first 
hoop, then jete onto other foot into next hoop. 

 
 
 
 
Imaginative Movement or Show Choreography: 
 
Fun Song  Song 1: 
 

Song 2: 
 

Song 3: 
 
 
Imaginative Movement  
Theme 1: Music:  
 
Theme 2: Music: 
 
Theme 3: Music:  

 
Show Choreography 
Holiday Show 
Dance Piece:  Music: 
 
Spring Show   
Dance Piece: Music: 

 



 

 
 
Ending:  
 
Splits - Have dancers do all three splits 
 
Reverence #1 - Thank you to teacher Music : 
Kids on one end, teacher on the other 
In first, lie 1-4, up 5-8 
Rise up to releve, arms in high V 1-4, heels down, arms float down 5-8 
Repeat  
Step right 1-4, curtsy 5-8 
Step left 1-4, curtsy 5-8 
Step to first 1-4, arms down and finish 5-8 
 
Reverence #2 (Second semester or alternate sessions) Music: 
In first, arms in low first, right arm out 1-4, back to low first 5-8 
Left arm out 1-4, back to low first 5-8 
Both arms out 1-4, back to low first 5-8 
Repeat both arms 
Tendu to right, arms to low V 1-4, switch weight to other foot 5-8 
Curtsy 1-4, back up 5-8 
Return to first and hold 1-8 
Tendu to left, arms to low V 1-4, switch weight to other foot 5-8 
Curtsy 1-4, back up and return to first 5-8 
 
 
Review Vocabulary 
 
Fill out Progress Charts 
 
Give out stamps and hugs or high fives   

 


